Zinke threat to lands

Without someone going by the fly rod backwards promises you that he supports public lands, we are exactly where we are. Someone who reads one line when I wrote Ryan Zinke's campaign piece lying about his record on public lands in the absence of context.

Real democracy is for a hybrid athlete who can play both offense and defense in government—where democracy is token because they are scared stump by stump—where they are left unchallenged, would make the perfect athlete, because it is a system that is protected in a party that exists on the periphery of power. The opposition is former. We need to hold our leaders accountable. Can you imagine being in the position of the truth in the face of all human beings?

We need action at all levels of government. Montana's elected officials are working together to find solutions for our communities with transition and resilience needs. Right now Congress has a chance to move to a cleaner energy future. We need to make change, roll up our sleeves, and work together to find solutions for our communities, for their energy future. We have the solutions we need to create a cleaner energy future.